Seventh Commandment

Unscramble the following words:

1. Thou shalt not _______.  laset
2. We must __________ what belongs to others.  erptce
3. The seven commandments forbids: stealing, cheating, unjust keeping of what belongs to others, unjust ___________ to the property of others, and accepting bribes.  aadmge
4. It is forbidden to buy __________ goods or to accept them as a gift.  oneslt
5. We are obliged to __________ damage unjustly done to the property of others or to pay the amount of the damage.  rirpea
6. We must not copy __________ from someone else in the classroom.  sseranw
7. We must be ________ when playing with others.  riaf
8. ____________ is a sin.  ilhisiogptf
9. If you have a job, you must do it properly and not __________ time.  twsea
10. You must not purposely damage someone else’s ______________.  ptyrorpe
11. You must return _____________ items.  orrebdwo
12. _____________ is a sin.  dnamlvsia
13. If you ___________ extensively and deny your family their needs, it is a sin.  blgmea
14. You must pay your ___________ promptly.  etsdb
15. Making unjust ______________ and contracts is a sin.  gnaiarsb
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Answer Key:

(For younger students you can use a word bank).

1) steal
2) respect
3) damage
4) stolen
5) repair
6) answers
7) fair
8) shoplifting
9) waste
10) property
11) borrowed
12) vandalism
13) gamble
14) debts
15) bargains